
AP Physics I Summer Work T. Sacket 
 
Welcome to AP Physics I.  In this course we play a lot...that is a lot of hands on lab time.  For 
the summer work we want to get a big jump on the first unit Kinematics.  Please read and do the 
following.  DO NOT WAIT!  You need to chew on what kinematics is all about (e.g., how to 
model motion, do related word problems). 
 

● Kinematics - Kinematics is the study of motion.  Specifically it examines the 
displacement, speed, velocity, and acceleration of an object’s motion.  For summer work 
we will use the online textbook by OpenStax.  

○ Read pp. 33-85 multiple times, take notes, do whatever you must to nail this 
down.  I’m the teacher and I have to read something that is new to me 2-3 times 
while rewriting notes to make sure I get it!!!!  Be patient with yourself, but don’t 
quit! 

○ Answer questions 1-30 on your own paper.  To get credit, list the variables, show 
equation used, then and only then substitute values and solve for solution.  It 
should have a unit if it is a number...right?  This is a three step procedure.  If you 
only turn in the answers NOT CREDIT! 

 
● Online Activities 

○ Arch - (Course Information / Syllabus)  
■ First register 

■ Once logged in, click on Classes, click on the Enroll icon and enter 
ck-2808-47954.  The course information and useful links can be found 
here.  

○ edPuzzle.com - Click on this https://edpuzzle.com/join/obenalu to join my class. 
This site will be used to learn from “Flipping Physics” videos.  Expect me to turn 
on assignments related to kinematics through the summer.  Do answer the 
questions when I do turn it on. 

 
● Planner - This link is to Mr. Sacket’s lesson plans for AP Physics and other classes. 

Use the arrows to scroll through the weeks.  It only displays a week at a time.  Work for 
the school year will be added through the summer.  The topics for course will be added 
as well. 

 
IMPORTANT:  I need EACH student to email me directly ASAP at trsacket@enidk12.org so that 
I may add you to my contacts for the summer/year.  Indicate if you are in APES or physics.  If 
you need help/clarification do email me or call me at (580) 554-5605. 

https://d3bxy9euw4e147.cloudfront.net/oscms-prodcms/media/documents/CollegePhysicsForAPCourses-OP.pdf
http://alca.is/
https://edpuzzle.com/join/obenalu
https://arch.alcaweb.org/tool/planner/embedded?s=dGVhY2hlci1wbGFubmVyfDV8c3doMnNuMTd6aDI3Y2U3N2FhNDEzZDY4NWMyZWVkYjhkMDk4MjRiYWUz
mailto:trsacket@enidk12.org





